AUTOMAKERS NOT PLANNING TO REDUCE WEIGHT IN SMALL CARS UNDER ANY REGULATORY SCENARIO

Size—not weight—is the more important determinant to occupant safety because bigger vehicles offer greater crush space than do smaller ones. Light, yet strong and highly crash-absorbent materials help automakers keep or increase vehicle safety. Mass reduction in larger, heavier vehicles such as SUVs and other light trucks provide the biggest safety improvements while simultaneously improving fuel efficiency, emissions and driving performance.

As opportunities abound to safely reduce mass in large trucks and cars, even under the strictest regulatory scenario, automakers have no plans to reduce weight in vehicles under 3,000 lbs. (3% of the total market).

RECENT AND PLANNED WEIGHT REDUCTION BY VEHICLE

Known universe of vehicles that auto companies are planning to make lighter without making smaller.

Sources: NHTSA, EPA, IHS/Markit Production Forecast, Edmunds.
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(All vehicles with an asterisk are 5-star safety rated by NHTSA, the remaining vehicles have yet to be rated.)